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What do you knoW about incarceration?
Very little, after all you’re an upstanding citizen and it doesn’t concern you?
Quite much, because you’re angry that your taxes provide for people who committed 
terrible crimes and don’t fit into society?
a lot, because you’re worried that prisons hardly do their job in resocialization, and 
prisoners mostly go back to crime?
would it ease your mind if these criminals no longer needed you to pay for their 
upkeep? if spending time in prison made sure, that they will not go back to crime? 
better, if after finishing their penalty, they could actually contribute to society?

the problem with most of world’s prisons, 
especially those in united states, is that they 
indirectly encourage passivity and inactivity. 
the penalty is based on spending time in 
questionable living conditions doing nothing 
but surviving among violent inmates and 
guards. 

human life is concentrated on working to 
achieve goals. We do that on daily basis – we 
want to finish good schools to get a good job, 
we want to work well to earn a good living. in 
prisons, all basic needs like food and sleep 
may be satisfied, but the need to be active 
and have a purpose is mostly forgotten. 
imagine years of stagnation and passivity - it 
will surely kill any will to live properly.

so we need to resolve three problems – the 
horrendous sums of money needed to keep 
prisons working, all-consuming stagnation 

and lack of activity in prisons, and the 
increasing rise of recidivism. is there really 
no perfect solution? nine may in fact be an 
answer.

apparently, work is the keyword. the tower 
offers nine levels of hard-working experience, 
in the image of dante’s nine levels of hell. the 
prisoners work for their upkeep, for ruined 
lives of their victims and their families and 
simply for the country income. they start at 
the hardest level of ironworking in heat and 
hard metal to continue through other jobs 
from the hardest to the easiest. how many 
years will it take them? Will they make it to 
the lowest level at all? hopefully, they will 
work well enough to reach the bottom as, 
in contrary to dante’s lowest level, totally 
different, better people. people, who have 
repented for their crimes both morally and 
financially.

the tower begins as a government initiative. the 
tower’s structure is based on a sturdy concrete 
core, which consists of communication routes, 
surveillance rooms and additional facilities.

As the project starts, prisoners arrive from 
above or from the ground and are housed 
at the highest and hardest level. cells are 
remade from unused containers, and placed 
around the work space surrounding the core. 
as years go by, some of the prisoners are 
ready to proceed lower.

the core first inhabitants

unfortunately resocialization is not an easy 
challenge. there will be prisoners who will 
advance to lower levels faster, and there 
will be those, who will forever stay in one of 
the hardest. the tower will adapt - its shape 
will change according to needs. the use of 
containers enhances modularity and change - 
they can be swapped back and forth to expand 
the workspace or living quarters.

after successful clearing all of the levels, the 
prisoners may either be extracted to adjoining 
penalty facility where they can contribute to 
society by using all acquired skills or stay in the 
tower with liberty of choosing the level.

expansion resocialization

garden - vast space of greenery open for prisoners, exercise facilities 
like ball courts and open-air gyms.

additional functions - Multifunctional level with cultural facilities 
like libraries and religious rooms, sport activity functions like gym and 
pools, and medical facilities.

recreational spaces - each level has a recreational space with a lot 
of greenery, that every prisoner has access to.

facilities - Other facilites and spaces like storerooms or offices are 
placed in the core.

communication - communication between levels is provided by 
three elevators and a stairway.

security - security is ensured by free-walking guards and central 
guard-room on each level that oversees the prisoners.

Visiting leVel- level for meetings with prisoners, with waiting area, 
general and private rooms and recreational space.

administration - level for the prison’s administering purposes as 
well as social rooms and offices for personnel and guards.

transport and storing - the lowest parts of the tower are used for 
transportation and storing purposes.
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ironworking
What is harder than working metal in high temperatures?

hot-zone superintending
dangerous handling toxic substances that requires strenght and 
patience.

mechanics
hard work with various machines and engines, that only those 
patient and scrupulous can do properly.

e-waste recycling
Work that is certainly not pleasant and can be dangerous at times. 
it requires strenght and sober thinking.

carpentry
Includes a lot of lifting heavy objects and using various, sometimes 
dangerous machines.

production
production of heavy equipment that requires a lot of physical 
strenght.

production
smaller and lighter production with less need for strenght and 
more for patience and intelligence.

production of food
the lowest, but in fact the most important level of the tower that 
provides food for the whole facility.

production of food
sowing, harvesting and processing vegetables and fruits that can 
be grown in glasshouses.
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Difficulty of labor is the most important difference between levels. 
However as the difficulty of work lowers, the prisoners’ standard of 
life improves. the base of living quarters is an unused container. 
depending on level, it can either become full of small living 
compartments or fully furnished small apartments for two or more 
inmates.  also other amenities appear on lower levels,  such as gyms, 
living and entertainment rooms and laundries.


